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Generative artificial intelligence is making profound impact on multimedia content creation and consumption.
This position paper discusses a potential future model of these activities, where multimodal intelligent agents
select, recommend, and generate content on behalf of content creators in response to consumer input and
behaviors. We identify technical challenges for building and evaluating such agents, design considerations for
user interfaces and agent behaviors, and social implications for content creators. We hope this piece can open
up conversations about one possible path of user generated content with the tempting goal of maximizing
scalability and adaptability.
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1 INTRODUCTION
User generated multimedia contents, such as videos, images, music, and podcasts, have gained
immense popularity over the past twenty years. At the same time, online digital media are in
constant evolution. While personalized content recommendation has seen great success in matching
information with users [6], the recommended contents themselves are fixed after production. The
emergence of generative artificial intelligence presents an opportunity to rethink the current rigid
form of online media [8, 19]. The ability of these models to understand, manipulate, and generate
visual, auditory, and textual information suggests the possibility to create malleable media that
adapt to their consumers’ needs by breaking a linear narrative and even the boundaries of a single
‘episode’ of content.

In this position paper, we envision a new form of online media delivered by agents that curate,
recommend [12], and create [7, 18] contents in a dynamic and interactive manner on behalf of
individual content creators. These agents understand explicit natural language requests and possibly
implicit states of the audience [27], and respond by selecting or generating multimedia content
based on existing work and behavior control commands from the content creators. In this sense,
the agent acts as a creative expression proxy for the content creator. For example, the agent of a
photographer may present newwork of this artist, recommend their previous work based comments
from viewers (e.g. “I really like the lighting here”), and generate ‘possible work’ upon requests (e.g.
“I’d like to see the same composition but in a desert”). In another example, the agent of a vlog maker
can compose vlogs customized for a viewer’s interest by mixing clips from the maker’s existing
videos and synthesized, ‘possible’ vlogs.

While current online media, such as videos, images, and music recordings, present each piece
in a static and isolated manner, a creative expression proxy agent represents the creative history
and capacity of a content creator as a whole, and lends itself to interaction with the audience and
interaction-informed adaption. Such sharp deviation from the traditional path warrants a closer
look at the technical, design, and social factors around this potential form of media. The rest of this
paper will focus on discussing the potential research opportunities in these three aspects.

2 TECHNICAL CHALLENGES
Recent advances in language, image, and video generative models have made much of the antic-
ipated capabilities of a creative expression proxy agent possible, such as language/image/video
understanding and generation [4, 5, 11]. However, it is still not clear how to capture the rich,
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nuanced, and ever-evolving styles of content creators [1]. Although diffusion-based models work
well for learning styles from curated data, they often ignore the fact that an artist’s or other kind of
creative’s style changes over time and they may apply several distinct styles when treating different
subjects [5]. As a result, such methods cannot model the creative agency and expression drive that
a content creator may exercise when choosing one style over another [23]. They would also fail to
capture how a creator’s style could undergo subtle transformation every time they practice their
craft.

While not seeing AI-generated work supersedes a content creator’s own expressive power, we do
anticipate future agents to possess the ability to emulate not just the overall styles but their human
partner’s potential creative decisions at any moment. To perform this alignment, the agent may
regularly probe the content creator with generated work to gauge whether their partner would
make something similar for the same topic [2, 10]. The agent could gather additional information
by studying the improvements that their partner would apply to the generated work.

A relevant challenge is in evaluating agents’ performances in emulating human content creators.
We do not yet know definitely what constitutes ‘good’ performances, as the end goals of content
creators and consumers when working with these future agents are still ambiguous. For example, a
content creator may expect an agent to closely follow their styles, or rather to supplement their
work, that is, offering stylistic or content elements different from but coherent with their work.
While a technical problem on the surface, we believe such ambiguity could be examined through a
social lens as well, as it is rooted in people’s varying and evolving expectations of their relationship
with AI [8, 21].

3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Involving an intelligent agent suggests rethinking the design for many, if not all, steps in the
communication process between content creators and their audience. Below we discuss two design
considerations for further exploration.
Audience Interface. Traditional online media (e.g. YouTube, Instagram, and TikTok) interfaces

center around the content itself and tone down the presence of other components such as com-
ments to get users fully engaged. However, recent intelligent-agent-infused tools tend to reserve
a significant portion of their interfaces for interaction with the agents [24–26], often in the form
of a conversation bar, due to the key role such interaction plays in the operation of these tools.
We anticipate the interface design for future agent-infused online media channels face the tension
between agent and content presence, both possibly competing for audience attention. At one
end of the spectrum, we can expect designs resembling current interfaces, where the content,
such as the video or image, takes the center stage and interactions with the agent happen at the
peripheral (e.g. a search bar). At the other end, the presence of the agent can take a dominant role,
as with the popular conversational agent ChatGPT, and interactions with the agent (often through
conversations) drive the flow of content consumption. Where the ideal spot along this spectrum lies
will likely depends on the type of the content and the characteristics of the audience, for example,
to what extend they would like to control the consumption experience.
Agent Persona. As an interactive proxy for the content creator, an agent will display certain

behavioral patterns, such as their use of language in conversations with content consumers and
their choices of content to recommend in response to user requests. These patterns will collectively
form the perceived persona of the agent [22], which may have a strong influence on the content
consumers’ experiences. Research on conversational agents has already suggested that the use
of language could significantly impact people’s willingness to continue to engage with and their
trust towards an agent [13, 15, 16]. Furthermore in online media distribution, agents may make
additional important decisions about content presentation, such as which strategies to apply for
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recommendation and whether search or generation is to be prioritized when responding to a
particular query. For example, an agent can choose to always return the content creator’s work
that closely matches the user’s interest, or occasionally suggest something novel to reveal another
facet of the content creator. This is another instance of the exploitation-exploration trade-off in
recommender systems [3]. We can also imagine an agent that adopts different ‘personality’ traits—
reactive or proactive, terse or eloquent—with its audience depending on the persona profile the
content creator has chosen.
In the end, an agent’s persona would constitute one part, and possibly a significant portion, of

the content creator’s image and brand, which are usually crucial for their career. Therefore, content
creators should have the power to fully customize and control the behaviors of their proxy agents.
Even with such power, one may argue that generative-AI-based agents are ultimately limited in
their ability to emulate humans and therefore distort the public image of the content creator.

4 SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Having an intelligent agent with generation capabilities as the intermediary would likely pose many
questions about what it means to be a content creator, in terms of anticipated output, relationship
with their audience, and others.

In an age when computer programs can generate work that a content creator could produce, one
may question whether the goal of many creative activities becomes steering these programs with
new work instead of producing the work itself. In this conceived relationship, content creators
become secondary to the agent that they feed and risk losing control over their work [28]. While
machine-generated content is still often associated with a loss of authenticity today [20], many
artists have embraced generative, non-deterministic content [8]. We could anticipate the birth of
a new view of creative expression, which sees the production of a generative model that aligns
with one’s expression intents, rather than individual pieces of content, as the final outcome of
certain creative activities. The mission of the content creators who adopt this view then becomes
keeping the behavior of the model in synchronization with their own minds, through producing
new training data, new prompts, or other tuning methods.

While some content creators might shift their purpose from making content to making models
(agents), they could still face the possibility of losing the social identity. Their social identity
as content creators and often Internet influencers help them connect with their audience and
commercial and creative partners [9, 14, 17]. However, an agent that automatically responds to
audience and partners could significantly weakens the role content creators themselves play in
these connections. Questions remain to be answered about whether and how content creators can
be given total control over not just their work, but also their valuable social networks.

5 CONCLUSION
The emergence of generative AI and agent-based interaction calls for a re-examination of the
possible futures of user generated content. This position paper envisions a new form of content
production and consumption, where an intelligent agent interact with the audience while selecting,
recommending, and generating contents on behalf of a content creator. While this model could take
adaptive content delivery to a new level, it involves drastic deviations from current user generated
content ecology and raises new questions to be answered if it is ever to be implemented.
We discussed technical challenges, including building agents that emulate a human’s creative

expression decisions, and the evaluation of such agents’ ability. Other questions include design
decisions to be made about the interface and persona of the agent as displayed to the content
consumers. Finally, this potential future comes with deeper unknown social implications around
content creators’ purposes and identity if agents are to be part of their professional life. Generative
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AI is already altering the landscape of content creation and delivery. Despite much uncertainty and
possibly controversy, we would like to put forward this idea as one version of the generative AI
multiverse for discussion.
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